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€1,550,000 Apartment - Sold
Fabulous apartment on Rambla Catalunya with views of Plaça Catalunya
Spain »  Barcelona »  Barcelona City »  Eixample Right »  08007

3
Bedrooms  

3
Bathrooms  

249m²
Built size

+34 933 562 989 info@lucasfox.com lucasfox.com Pau Claris 108, pral., Barcelona, Spain
Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing
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OVERVIEW

Fantastic opportunity to acquire a luxury apartment in the
most desirable area of the Eixample.

This fabulous property is on Rambla de Catalunya, a few metres from Plaça de
Catalunya, with spectacular views.

The apartment has a usable area of 226 m² and a built area of 249 m². It is located in
a Modernist building dating back to the 1900s and has been completely restored. Its
distribution is very practical, divided into a day and night area, with a double façade
and complete tranquillity in the most dynamic area of the city.

The property offers a spacious living room with 3 balconies. The kitchen has glass
walls and marble finishes and is offered with high quality appliances. It has 3
bedrooms, one is double with a private bathroom and large dressing room, the
second has a dressing room and the third also has a private bathroom.

The property features another complete bathroom with a shower. The bathroom has
ceramic sanitary fittings and high quality taps (Mapini furnishings, toilets and bidets
by Catalano, Duravit taps, Rovira showers and sinks by Villeroy & Boch). Wooden
floors, high ceilings, air conditioning and Daikin Inverter heating in all rooms.

It also features designer lighting by Castellani & Smith (Italy) and Macrolux bricks on
the walls, typical of a luxury property. The apartment is located on the 4th floor and
therefore enjoys excellent natural light. It has wooden windows and balcony doors
that are well insulated.

A gem in the centre of the Eixample.

lucasfox.com/go/bcn1836

Lift, Wooden flooring, Air conditioning,
Balcony, Built-in wardrobes, Double glazing,
Exterior, Heating, Walk-in wardrobe
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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